Here on the Foolish Grass

“A life that is without problems may literally be more hopeless than one that always verges on despair.”
- Thomas Merton

Synopsis
It’s the height of Cold War 1960s America.
Having sold millions of books worldwide, world-famous monk THOMAS MERTON
has emerged as one of the most prominent voices for peace in this angst-ridden era.
But many in authority regard him as a nonconformist and social agitator whose
writings threaten their grip on power.
In the summer of 1966, Merton meets aspiring feminist cartoonist, ELIZABETH,
while recovering from back surgery.
As he strives to prevent his superior, ABBOT FOX, from discovering his secret
romance, Merton is brought to the most crucial turning point in his life.
As Merton is forced to confront the deepest, darkest truth about himself in the face of
father-son hostilities with Abbot Fox, Elizabeth stares down her destiny to become a
discourse-changing cartoonist in New York City.
Will these two artists find their their truest freedoms and speak their deepest truths?
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Guy Pearce
Thomas Merton

(Memento, L.A. Confidential, The King’s Speech, The Proposition)
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Hugo Weaving
Abbot Fox

(The Matrix, The Interview, The Lord of The Rings, V for Vendetta)
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Robert Yeoman
director of photography
(Grand Budapest Hotel, Moonrise Kingdom, Ghostbusters, Love & Mercy)
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Thomas Merton
poetic solitary, non-conformist, lionhearted social agitator, mystic

“I am alien to the noises of cities, of people, to the greed of machinery that does not sleep, the hum
of power that eats up the night. Where rain, sunlight and darkness are condemned, I cannot sleep. I
do not trust anything that has been fabricated to replace the climate of woods or prairies.”

Merton’s Moods

Elizabeth
intelligent, fun-loving, irrepressible
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Elizabeth’s
liberation & feminine wisdom themes

“Is the very concept of a ‘sin against purity’ perhaps itself a sin against purity? Would it be too
much to recommend a revision of the notion of purity that would enable us to stay fully human?”

Abbot Fox
well-meaning, anecdotal, big business

“Reverend Father is a good, sweet, dangerous man because he believes in his own sweetness
and does not see the inexorable, self-righteous appetite for domination that underlies it. He is
terribly possessive, in a feminine and motherly way, and his reactions to serious opposition are
passive, tearful, moralistic, and indomitably stubborn…”

Abbot Fox’s
penance & morality themes

“…He cannot and will not see any other view but his own - it is a great theatrical stunt with little or
nothing behind it - except a lot of pitiful and wasted good will.” - Thomas Merton

The Romance

“Because of the dripping ice we could not go far - just went off into the bushes and probably it was
just as well because we were completely hidden. We ate herring and ham (not very much eating!)
and drank our wine and read poems and mostly made love and love and love for five hours.”

Landscape Interpretations

Monastery Life & imagery

“And where is the power of error? We find it was after all not in the city, but in ourselves.”

“If one does not understand the usefulness of the useless and the uselessness of the useful, one cannot
understand art…And a country where art is not understood is a country of slaves and robots."

Unifying images
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“The solitary cannot survive unless one is capable of loving everyone, without concern for the fact that
she or he is likely to be regarded by all of them as a traitor. Only the person who has fully attained one’s
own spiritual identity can live without the need to kill, and without the need of a doctrine that permits one
to do so with a good conscience. Hence it is the solitary person (whether in the city or in the desert) who
does humankind the inestimable favor of reminding it of its true capacity for maturity, liberty and peace.”
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The Era
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The Look
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Mike S. Ryan
producer
Mike S. Ryan is president of Greyshack Films and a veteran of the independent film community, who started out in the
industry’s 1990’s heyday with films like Ang Lee’s The Ice Storm and Todd Hayne’s Far from Heaven. As a producer
and executive producer, he has helped realize many groundbreaking films in the last fifteen years, most made under
$3 million. He was nominated for an Independent Spirit “Producer of the Year” Award, and was one of Variety’s 2007
“10 Producers to Watch.” Previous films include the Oscar-nominated JUNEBUG starring Amy Adams, Sundancewinning CHOKE with Anjelica Huston, Todd Solondz’s LIFE DURING WARTIME, and ABOUT SUNNY, which earned
Lauren Ambrose a nomination for the Independent Spirit Award for Best Female Lead. Recent films include FREE IN
DEED, which won Best Film in the Orrizonti section at the Venice International Film Festival and is currently
nominated for 4 Film Independent Spirit Awards, and THE MISSING GIRL, which premiered at the Toronto
International Film Festival. Ryan is a dual citizen of the US and Ireland.

(Junebug, Choke, Life During Wartime, About Sunny, Last Weekend,
the
Foolish
Grass
(Junebug, Last Weekend, Meek’s Cutoff, The Comedy, Free Indeed,Here
Sweet on
Sweet
Lonely
Girl)
Free Indeed, Sweet Sweet Lonely Girl)
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Benjamin A. Eisner
writer, director

While Benjamin is an established commercial director who got his start in Nashville directing music videos, pilots,
and documentary projects for Capitol Records, Warner Brothers, Sony, and EMI Music Group, Eisner sees his
self-employed day job as a means to an ultimate end: telling discourse-disrupting stories via cinema that reframe
time-worn social, racial, and gender norms that prevent us from waking up to our present unity. With the
aspiration to become a more empathetic director and subtextual screenwriter, Ben gained Sanford Meisner
acting training at an accredited Meisner conservatory in Chicago in 2018. With Jewish grandparents who
survived Hitler’s Holocaust, Eisner was offered EU citizenship from Germany; a deeply healing experience for
Ben, whose ultimate inspiration to never quit comes from his irrepressible grandmother, Hildegard Eisner - aka
“Omi”.
Throughout his Merton-inspired pilgrimage Eisner has earned the trust of the world’s most
esteemed Merton scholars, as well as monks, activists, and poets who were personally close to Merton —
resulting in an authentic telling of Thomas Merton’s timely story. Eisner is a dual citizen of the US and Germany.
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“Ben Eisner & Kevin Miller have
done a mighty work in wrestling
with the very complex Merton
legacy. Merton has something
to say to all of us, and this film
could introduce an amazing
man to a whole new world of
people who have never heard
his name. Merton's challenge to
us comes very clearly through
the script — that we need to
embrace our true selves and
learn to love the world more
deeply every day.”
— Donald Grayston
Past President, Int’l Thomas Merton Society
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
My twelve-year journey with Thomas Merton, embodied within the pages of Here on the Foolish
Grass, can be distilled into a single word central to Zen Buddhist philosophy: Mādhyamika (mod ya
MEE kuh). This is the ‘middle way’ or ‘liminal space’, the void between the lines where freedom is
celebrated by way of reflection and preparation — where one is free to think in ink before the
money clock ticks.
The magic of Mādhyamika lives in the space Miles Davis explored between the notes, the groove
Brando rode in Streetcar, and the tempo-bending improv belt by Billie Holiday. Clear structure,
economy, decisiveness, and specificity from a director enables creative freedom for actors and
department heads to thrive where they are masters of their craft. When Mādhyamika leads the way,
there is no room for a director to force his or her will upon something that is not supposed to be
there. When an actor feels something does not make sense, her instincts must be trusted.
Surprises spawned by the actor’s intuition are more truthful and revelatory than things planned with
pen and paper.
While I have invested my ten thousand hours into this project several times over, for the essence of
this story to be truthfully told, it is paramount that each actor be given the liberty to discover their
characters in their own time, space, and method. Inner freedom, expansiveness, and latitude is
what this timely story is ultimately about. It is not only apropos to see these pastoral landscapes
through anamorphic glass, it is also imperative to let the racehorses run free. Mādhyamika
sharpens the spine of this film into five words: Self-reflection heals the world.
“The time of the end is the time of no room.” — Thomas Merton

Thank you
Greyshack Films
(718) 706 - 1156
greyshackfilms@gmail.com
43-01 21st St. #320
Long Island City, NY 11101
www.greyshackfilms.com

Knitted Heart
Benjamin A. Eisner
(615) 414-9898
knittedheart@gmail.com

Legal Representative
André Des Rochers
917.985.6889
andre@gdrfirm.com
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